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It is long past midnight and the temper-
ature is well below zero when a patrol
van operated by the Native Men’s
Residence, a homeless men’s shelter,
finds Jeff, a 35-year-old Ojibway man,
at a bus stop near Toronto harbour. He
is asleep in his wheelchair. Numbed
nearly to the point of speechlessness by
cold and by alcohol, Jeff declines the hot
food on offer in the van. While arrange-
ments are made to find him a bed for
the night, he accepts a bottle of water.
Homeless since 1992, he says life got
much harder after he lost his feet to
frostbite last winter. “I woke with both
my feet frozen”, he explains in a slow
voice. “They amputated my feet and
fitted me with prostheses”. But accord-
ing to Jeff, his weight gain since the
operation now makes it too painful to
walk.

Thanks to Canadian government pro-
grammes that provide free medical care
to aboriginal people, Jeff can get his
prosthetic feet changed. But that is not
likely to happen in a hurry. “The prob-
lem we have with the medical system is
getting access to people who under-
stand our culture, and who actually
want to help us”, says Brian, a homeless
Mohawk man, who approached the
patrol van for a cup of soup and a pair of
socks later in the evening. 

Despite Canada’s universal access to
free health care, every significant health
indicator for the country’s 1·1 million
aboriginal population trails those for
the rest of the country. On Canadian
native reserves, life expectancy for men
is 9 years shorter than for non-aborigi-
nal men. The suicide rate is six times
that of the general Canadian popula-
tion. At 8 births per 1000, aboriginal
infant mortality is half again as high as
it is for the general population.
Diabetes has increased 8-fold among
aboriginals since 1980. And for several

specific aboriginal groups—most
notably the Arctic Inuit—the health
indicators are even worse. Canada
ranks eighth among the 174 nations
graded in the most recent United
Nations Human Development Report.
If aboriginal Canadians were ranked
separately, however, they’d rank 48th. 

“This is a really damaging black eye”,
says Roy Romanow, a former head of
the Saskatchewan government, who
recently completed an official review
of the national health system. “A
country of our wealth, with our repu-
tation for compassion, showing these
outcomes for aboriginal health is a
really urgent problem.” 

But aboriginals aren’t the only
people with complaints about
Canada’s 40-year-old government-
run health-care system. A study of
mistakes in Canadian hospitals last
year concluded that between nine and
2300 deaths each year are avoidable.
Another study in British Columbia,
Canada’s westernmost province,
found mistakes in a quarter of all pre-
scriptions. And the steadily breaking
news of major medical crises—such as
the Clostridium difficile hospital out-
break which killed 100 in Quebec last
year; the SARS epidemic, which killed
44 in Ontario in 2003; and the tainted
blood disasters, which infected hun-
dreds with HIV and hepatitis in the
1990s—all reinforce the sense that the
health system is in crisis after a decade
of budget cuts. And with Canadian
demographers warning that demand
for medical services will increase
sharply as unprecedented numbers of
individuals from the post-war baby-
boom generation edge closer to infir-
mity, the pressure on Canada’s
government-run health system—and
the elected leaders accountable for it—
isn’t lifting.

Last September, Canadian leaders set
out to rescue the system with a sweep-
ing 10 Year Plan to Strengthen Health
Care. Centring on reforms to paediatric
care and increases in staffing aimed at
reducing waiting times, the new plan
commits the federal government to
doubling its financial contributions to
what is already the world’s fourth most
expensive health system, per capita. 

But not everybody is convinced that
the new plan will restore a healthy
health system. Under the terms of the
new plan, Canada’s 10 provinces are no
longer required to agree to national
standards for care in return for the fed-
eral contributions, which currently
finance almost 40% of public health
spending nationwide. That marks a
major, and possibly ominous, departure
for the public system as a whole, and,
according to Romanow, for Canadian
unity. National standards have histori-
cally offered a bulwark against local
officials’ zeal for service restrictions of
the sort that compounded several
notable public-health disasters. Now,
provinces such as Quebec in the east,
and Alberta in the west, are free to limit

Doubling federal funding for health is a key pledge of the Canadian government’s ambitious plan
to strengthen health care. The strategy should appease critics who blame underfunding of health
services for recent outbreaks. But will the reforms help those most in need? Paul Webster reports.
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Minority health care remains a problem for Canada’s leaders 

Canada’s SARS outbreak reinforced the perception of a health system in crisis
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access to publicly-financed services,
while encouraging patients to rely more
on private services, which already
account for 30% of Canadian health
expenditures.

Even Michael Decter, a former Ontario
health administrator who heads the
Health Council of Canada, the organisa-
tion charged with monitoring imple-
mentation of the 10-year plan, says
there is no guarantee it will restore cred-
ibility—let alone serviceability—to pub-
licly-financed health care. 

“The boomers are starting to hit the
system now, looking for minor repair”,
Decter says. “This is a generation used
to getting its pizzas delivered in 
30 min, or they’re free. They’re starting
to use the system and they’re finding
they don’t like what they paid for. They
want a faster, more modern system.” 

What’s needed, says Decter, are swift
remedies for the primary-care system,
and upgraded information technolo-
gies aimed at saving costs. “During the
1990s, we consolidated acute care and
shifted 70–80% of surgical cases to a
day basis”, he notes. “Now, we must
build a more robust primary-care
system. If you’re dealing with asthma
and diabetes in the emergency room,
you need better primary care.”

Of the US$41 billion in new money
devoted to the 10 year plan, almost

15% is earmarked for reducing waiting
lists through training, hiring new staff,
clearing case backlogs, and expansion
of ambulatory and community care
programmes. A national physicians’
alliance recently recommended wait-
ing-time benchmarks in an effort to
pressure the federal government to
develop an evidence-based approach.

The physicians suggest that routine
hip and knee replacements be done in
under 9 months, non-urgent bypass
surgery within 6 months, cataract sur-
gery within 4 months, radiation ther-
apy for cancer within 10 days, and
diagnostic imaging, including MRI and
CT, within 7 days for all patients.

But whether the plan will deliver is
anyone’s guess, says Decter. “Canadians
are saying we squeezed money from
the system pretty hard in the 1990s, so
let’s reinvest. But if there’s a recession,
and public reinvestment dries up, I think
you are going to see a lot more money
flowing into private care.”

With waiting-time reductions widely
viewed as the make or break issue for
middle-class Canadians, aboriginal
leaders say what is mostly a conven-
ience issue for the affluent is siphoning
money away from the severe health
challenges they face. 

The Canadian government has com-
mitted CAN$700 million for aborigi-

nal health programmes, along with a
further $745 million for child care,
family programmes, and housing on
native reserves. Spending strategies
include bolstering aboriginal medical
education (there are desperately few
aboriginal doctors), and new pro-
grammes targeting suicide preven-
tion, maternal and child health, and
diabetes.

These issues mostly echo
Romanow’s recommendations. But
his main proposal—a call for establish-
ment of Aboriginal Health Partner-
ships designed to draw aboriginals
into health-care administration and
delivery—was rejected. “There is a lot
of money floating around for aborigi-
nal health. The problem is that it is not
pooled, or directed”, he says. 

Joe Hester, executive director of
Anishnawbe Health Toronto, which
serves both as a clinic for hundreds 
of homeless aboriginal people in
Toronto’s poorest neighbourhood,
and as a national advocacy group, says
far more money is needed for aborigi-
nal health care, along with deep struc-
tural reforms. He worries that the
10-year plan amounts to little more
than tokenism. He had hoped that at
very least it would acknowledge that
large numbers of Canadian aboriginal
people now live in big cities. “Most
government health programmes are
geared toward the rural reserves,
where our people traditionally lived”,
Hester, a Cree, notes. “But large-scale
health services, tailored for our cultural
needs, are needed in the cities, where
we mostly live now.”

Speaking in an office pleasantly
scented with sage and sweetgrass
after an early morning spiritual cere-
mony, Hester thumbs through litera-
ture on Canada’s health plan before
summarising his views with a provoca-
tive question: “If a million non-aborig-
inal Canadians faced the same health
crises our people do, don’t you think
this plan would focus on radically dif-
ferent priorities?”

Paul Webster
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Politicians took part in a “smudging ceremony” at the start of the First Minister's Conference on Health 
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